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What mortals can learn from 
the grade where scrambling 
meets rock-climbing...

SCRAMBLING 
SPECIAL        

S
o this was it. We were about to venture 
into the very extremes of what could 
be considered as part of the hillwalkers’ 
universe. Beyond this point, any pretence 
that we were into anything but climbing 

territory would have to be abandoned. As I looked 
up at the vertical, fractured spire ahead, it seemed 
entirely possible that hillwalking had packed up 
and gone home some time ago. Perhaps I should 
have gone with it. Grade 3 scrambles and Moderate 
rock-climbs are, in many cases, completely 
interchangeable, and while this isn’t the place to 
discuss the complex and mystifying language of 
climbing grades, know this: you’ll be needing many 
of the skills, techniques and gear more commonly 
associated with that world. Don’t have them? 
Me neither, which is why we got us a guide.

Rob Johnson is a Trail regular. We’ve worked 
with him before and would trust him with our lives. 
Just as well; that’s exactly what Tom and I would be 
doing. � e twisted cutlass of rock tearing skywards 
was the Cnei� on Arête, and from the bottom, it 
looked as terrifying as it did enticing. It doesn’t 
start gently. � ere is no easing you into it. � e 
arête takes o�  like a rocket – straight up, stretching 
high enough above the ground that it’s hard work 
craning your neck back to see where it goes. Rob 
scampered up with the rope coiled around him, 
quickly disappearing out of sight beyond a kink in 
the line of the arête. Presently, his voice echoed down 
to us. “Climb when ready.” “Climbing.” Tom and 
I followed, joined together by a length of rope just 
long enough to allow us both freedom of movement, 
but kept taut enough to protect should either of 
us slip. Almost immediately the arête gives you � Scrambling essentials: a � rm grip and a head for heights.
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Grade 3 scrambles may require a rope, 
climbing gear and the skills to use them. 

Our advice? Hire a guide. 

CNEIFION ARETE 
THE GLYDERS

GRADE 3
 DEFINITION   TERRAIN REQUIRING HANDS, 
HELMET, ROPE; GUIDE RECOMMENDED
 LOCATION       SNOWDONIA



TRAIL’S ROUTE

Distance 5.6km 
(3½ miles)
Time 4 hours
Maps OS Explorer 
(1:25,000) OL17; OS 
Landranger (1:50,000) 
115; Harvey British 
Mountain Maps (1:40,000) 
Snowdonia North
Start/fi nish Idwal Cottage 
car park (SH649604)
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SCRAMBLING GRADE 3
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Cwm Cneifi on (pronounced, so we’re 
told, like Canadian, but with a ‘v’ in place 
of the ‘d’) is also known as ‘The Nameless 
Cwm’ – which is bizarre, given that it 
clearly has a name – and Ordnance Survey 
shows both titles on its maps. Cneifi on 
means to shear or fl eece. We’re making the 
assumption the name’s used because of the 
landscape’s history of sheep farming, rather 
than a reputation for being home to con 
artists and fraudsters.

W H AT ' S  I N  A  N A M E ?

a perfect insight into the meat and potatoes 
of Grade 3 scrambling. � e splintered rock is 

full of chunky hand-holds, with numerous 
places to wedge feet. � is makes the going 

relatively easy for a con� dent scrambler, 
but creates another danger. Within a 
minute several metres are behind you 
and (because the Cnei� on starts so 
vertically) below you. A fall from 
here is probably no more likely 

than 

than it would be on any other scramble, but 
it’s clear that the consequences of one would 
be far more severe than a twisted ankle or 
bruised shin. I had no intention of letting 
go, of course, but no-one ever does; the 
rope was a welcome reassurance.

It’s not unusual to reach the top of 
something that appears gigantic from below, 

only to � nd that the view is 
less impressive. Not so here. 
From where Rob had set up 
his belay, the wall we’d just 
climbed was hidden beyond 
the brow of the ledge, giving 
an exaggerated sensation 
of exposure. Peering over 
the edge, the ground was an 
exciting distance away. I looked 
over at Rob, and he smiled 
back, clearly appreciating the 
sentiment. “It’s good when it 
looks as high as it feels, isn’t 
it?” he asked. And then he did 
something unexpected. He 
began dismantling the belay, 
stashing his gear and coiling 

the rope. It’s always di�  cult 
challenging somebody who 

knows more than you on the very 
subject they know more than you 

about, but I wasn’t going to take 

any chances. I have children to think about. 
“Umm, Rob? Won’t we be needing that?” Rob 
gestured to the onward route “Would you 
usually use a belay for that sort of terrain?” 
I looked past him. � e continuation of the 
arête was clear and well-de� ned, but much 
wider and less steep than the initial climb. It 
was no more intimidating than the numerous 
other scrambles dotted around Snowdonia 
that hillwalkers like us tackle on a regular 
basis – without a rope. “No, I suppose not, 
but isn’t this a Grade 3 scramble? And 
doesn’t that mean we need to be roped?” 
Rob smiled again. Not the unsettling smile 
of a lunatic who had thrown his marbles 
to the wind and was about to condemn us 
to death by mountain, but the reassuring 
smile of someone who had been asked this 
question before and was in absolute control 
of everything. “� is is what sets scrambling 
apart from climbing.”

Rob went on to explain that, in many ways, 
out-and-out rock-climbing is a simpler process. 
One person climbs, placing protection in the 
rock as they go. When they reach a suitable 
ledge, they set up a belay and bring the second 
climber up. � is way a ‘pitch’ is completed. � en 
the second climber continues up the next pitch, 
before again � nding a belay spot and bringing 
the � rst climber up again, and so on. It’s safe 
– you’re always anchored to the rock – but time-
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consuming. By contrast, scrambling requires far 
more decision making and is more akin to long 
alpine routes where the distance to be covered 
doesn’t allow for the slower pace of a multi-
pitch approach. Instead, it’s about maintaining 
the balance between speed and safety.

We moved onwards roped together, but 
not stopping to anchor gear. � e ridge was 
gentle enough that, for the most part, even 
the rope was overkill. � e lo� y view back over 
Cwm Cnei� on and into Cwm Idwal from this 
chunk of arête is stunning, and from such 
a high angle it’s not easy to spot where one 
ends and another begins. It was nice to have 
enough ground under our feet to be able to 
appreciate the scenery for a moment; a respite 
from the strain of keeping every synapse 
focused on holding on to the rock. But then 
the ridge narrowed and steepened again, 
giving Rob the opportunity to demonstrate 
another trick from the scrambler’s arsenal of 
protective techniques. As he climbed through 
the cracked pinnacles and creviced rock, he 
wound the rope around them, the increased 
friction and rope drag enough to arrest a fall, 
but the � uidity of our progress maintained. 
� is was proper mountaineering; at least, 
it felt like it. We were moving together as a 
three-man team, high enough to look down on 
passing Tucano training planes from a ridge of 
mountain no wider than a sur� oard. It was a 
buzz, a thrill; and the best was yet to come.

We came up against a sheer-looking wall, 
a wall with just enough cracks and features to 
get a foot or hand onto, and with just enough 
of a slope to be not quite vertical. Pulling up 
on top revealed two things: barely su�  cient 
width to stand, and a plummeting drop the 
other side. Rob had already traversed this � n 
and was standing at the far end with the rope 
looped around a spike of rock. I felt it go taut 

as he took in the slack, an indication that he 
was taking the next few moves I was about to 
make as seriously as I was. A good rope with 
an even better pair of hands on the end of it is 
a huge shot in the arm for con� dence. Hands 
reaching for balance or anything I could get 
hold of, I set out on this short, sharp test of 
mettle, adrenaline surging.

Aided by fair weather and still winds, 
and bolstered by the knowledge that I’d 
successfully combatted the arête thus far, 
I soon joined Rob on the far side, promptly 
followed by Tom, who had lingered to take 
photographs. Another short section of 
easy-going, low-gradient scrambling over 
large but occasionally loose stone saw us 
pop up on the expansive green plateau of 
the Glyders’ Y Gribin spur. We removed 
harnesses, coiled ropes, opened rucksacks 
and slumped for lunch and a debrief. “Does 
a Grade 3 scramble make a bit more sense 
now?” Rob asked. It did. I understood that 
a scrambling grade isn’t a linear thing, that it 
takes all kinds of factors into account, not just 
the di�  culty of the climbing. I understood 

that making progress isn’t a linear thing either. 
It’s not just about plugging in to repetitive 
ropework, but balancing the need to protect 
yourself with the need to cover ground, and 
continuously making decisions based on those 
requirements. But most of all I understood 
what a single day’s scrambling can do for the 
con� dence of the average hillwalker. Even if 
you intend to stick to easier routes in general, 
knowing you can tackle the harder stu�  is a 
fantastic back-up. It’s like attending a self-
defence class; you hope you’ll never have to 
throw a mugger over your shoulder, but it’s 
good to know you can if you need to.

But what if, like me, the buzz gets you? 
What if the challenge of pitting your wits 
against the mountain appeals? What if 
you want to be a scrambler? “An advanced 
scrambling course is a good place to start,” 
Rob tells me. “A� er that, or if you’re already 
a competent scrambler who knows how to 
belay, a three-day course learning to lead 
should do it. You should consider booking 
yourself on one.” You know what? I might 
do just that. T
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Grade 3 scrambling is a serious business 
that requires concentration...

...but there’s still plenty of opportunity to have fun.
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